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Uniflight Global appoints Joe Noland as the 
Director of Technical Operations – Leasing 
March 1st, 2022 – Grand Prairie, TX – Uniflight Global, LLC., an industry leading Part 145 Repair Station, 
renowned for providing the highest quality Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul (MR&O) helicopter 
services, has appointed Joe Noland to lead the technical aspect of Uniflight’s  helicopter leasing 
portfolio.  

Over the past forty-five years, Joe Noland has gained a wealth of experience in all facets of helicopter 
maintenance. As a consequence, that made him the natural choice to assume the role of Director of 
Technical Operations - Leasing, overseeing Uniflight Global’s Lease Servicing portfolio.  “The position is 
highly desirable for someone with the right technical background,” stated Joe Hawke, Chairman & CEO, 
to whom the position reports directly.  “Joe Noland and I have a longstanding relationship with each 
other and with Uniflight. When he threw his hat in the ring, it was game over.”Added Hawke: “In an 
environment where talent is hard to come by, Joe made my job easy.”   

While Joe Noland is moving into a new role, Uniflight will continue to garner the benefits of his 
experience and mentorship at both Uniflight Part 145 Repair Stations in Texas and Pennsylvania, and as 
an advisor to the leadership team.  “The ability to tap into Joe’s knowledge and resources will continue 
to make Uniflight the MRO provider of choice for so many operators in North & Latin America,” offered 
Ray Weiser, V.P.  of Sales. 

As the Director of Technical Operations, Joe will be responsible for the oversight of the fleet assets for 
which Uniflight Global operates as the Lease Servicer, with a focus on collateral monitoring and the 
objective being preservation of asset value.   

For more information about Uniflight Global’s Lease Servicing and Collateral Monitoring capabilities, 
please contact Ray Weiser, VP Sales: rweiser@uniflight.com. In addition, Joe Noland can be contacted 
at jnoland@uniflight.com.  
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About Uniflight Global:  

At UNIFLIGHT GLOBAL we Finance, Fix and Fly helicopters. Over 35 years, the legacy businesses that 
form UNIFLIGHT GLOBAL have earned a well-deserved reputation for the highest standards in flight 
services and aircraft availability; completions and customizing; maintenance, repair and overhaul; and 
logistics support. We provide these services using a highly consultative and advisory approach to 
custom-tailor appropriate equipment and support solutions to match the mission profile. UNIFLIGHT 
GLOBAL is an authorized service center for Bell and Leonardo Helicopters. UNIFLIGHT GLOBAL holds 
multiple Civil Aviation Authority certifications, including DGAC, EASA and FAA Part 145 Repair Stations at 
two locations: Belle Vernon, PA, and Grand Prairie, TX. UNIFLIGHT GLOBAL has sales offices in Buffalo, 
NY and Washington, DC, in addition to its locations in Pittsburgh, PA and the Dallas-Ft. Worth Metroplex, 
as well as a global network of partners throughout the value chain that we regularly access for our 
customers' benefit. At UNIFLIGHT GLOBAL, our Core Values form the acronym: "I CARE": Integrity, 
Commitment, Accountability, Respect and Excellence. UNIFLIGHT GLOBAL: THE GOLD STANDARD IN 
AVIATION SOLUTIONS. For more information please call (972) 623-3444 or visit our web 
site:  www.uniflight.com 

http://www.uniflight.com/
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